In a previous publication (Richichi & Percheron 2005) we described a program of observations of candidate calibrator stars at the ESO Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI), and presented the main results from a statistical point of view. In the present paper, we concentrate on establishing a new homogeneous group of bright interferometric calibrators, based entirely on publicly available K-band VLTI observations carried out with the VINCI instrument up to July 2004. For this, we have defined a number of selection criteria for the quality and volume of the observations, and we have accordingly selected a list of 17 primary and 47 secondary calibrators. We have developed an approach to a robust global fit for the angular diameters using the whole volume of quality-controlled data, largely independent of a priori assumptions. Our results have been compared with direct measurements, and indirect estimates based on spectrophotometric methods, and general agreement is found within the combined uncertainties. The stars in our list cover the range K=−2.9 to +3.0 mag in brightness, and 1.3 to 20.5 milliarcseconds in uniform-disk diameter. The relative accuracy of the angular diameter values is on average 0.4% and 2% for the primary and secondary calibrators respectively. Our calibrators are well suited for interferometric observations in the near-infrared on baselines between ≈ 20 m and ≈ 200 m, and their accuracy is superior, at least for the primary calibrators, to other similar catalogues. Therefore, the present list of calibrators has the potential to lead to significantly improved interferometric scientific results.
INTRODUCTION
Optical long-baseline interferometry (OLBI) is the most powerful technique available to overcome the limitations in angular resolution imposed by the atmosphere, and by the diffraction limit of even the largest and most perfect single mirror telescopes. By combining the light from two or more telescopes separated by distances much larger than the size of their mirrors, OLBI can achieve angular resolutions at the level of one milliarcsecond (mas) or less at optical and near-IR wavelengths. For illustration, 80 m will suffice to completely resolve a 1 milliarcsecond star at Hα, while about 300 m will be required in the K band. The astrophysical advantages of OLBI, as well as its challenging technical difficulties, are described in reviews such as those ⋆ Based on observations made with ESO telescopes at Paranal Observatory † E-mail: arichich@eso.org by Quirrenbach (2001) and Monnier et al. (2003) , and in the large lists of references they contain.
We do not detail here the numerous technical problems related to the difficulty of performing high precision measurements while maintaining an equal optical path between various telescopes. However, we note that a major limitation of OLBI is the need to compare each measurement of a given science target with a similar measurement of a star with known characteristics of angular diameter and spectrum, made as close as possible in time and angular distance. This process of calibration is necessary to correct for the reduction in fringe visibility resulting from instrumental effects and from the wavefront distortions caused by the turbulent atmosphere. The calibration factor is often called the transfer function, and can be expressed as
where V 2 represents the observed visibility squared, and V vation without degradation due to instrumental or atmospheric effects for the given source, baseline, and wavelength of observation. Note that here, and in the rest of the paper, we refer to visibility squared as the squared modulus of the complex visibility. Without entering into the merits and difficulties of obtaining a reliable determination of V 2 , it is clear that the factor TF, and hence the final interferometric measurement, can only be as accurate as our knowledge of the theoretical visibility V 2 t . This is ultimately defined by the accuracy with which we know the angular diameter of the calibrator staras well as other characteristics such as its spectrum, which affects the effective wavelength of the observation, and its limb darkening.
There are effectively two approaches to the problem of determining the angular diameters of calibrator stars. One can use a combination of spectrophotometric measurements and theoretical predictions to derive empirical estimates. This has been done in great detail for example by Cohen et al. (1999) , while other authors have subsequently added more refined criteria specifically for interferometric observations (Bordé et al. 2002 , Mérand et al. 2005 . Recently, Bonneau et al. (2006) have further refined this approach by including information from online databases. Alternatively, one can list all available measurements obtained by angular resolution methods, such as done by Richichi et al. (2005) . Obviously, both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. What is used in practice, at several interferometric facilities around the world, is often a mixture of all available information. This can easily lead to biased results. A bias in the calibrator diameter is automatically reflected in a systematic error on all derived interferometric measurements, including the final scientific results. An extended discussion of calibration errors has been provided by Van Belle et al. (2005) . We also mention that one could in principle always find suitably unresolved stars to be used as calibrators (i.e. V =1 for all practical purposes), but this has the disadvantage that in general these stars would be considerably fainter than the scientific target and thus cause a loss of quality in the results. In principle it is also possible to avoid the use of calibrators altogether by observing the first minimum in the visibility curve of the scientific target. This was the initial approach by Michelson, however it presents the disadvantage that it can only be used for sources which are completely resolved and it involves a number of complications that make it not really suitable for modern, high-precision measurements. We note however that, when using baselines with a significant E-W component, the variation of the visibility with hour angle has the potential to determine an angular diameter without reference to an overall multiplicative factor. This can be used in principle to remove ambiguities in the simultaneous determination of the angular diameters of several stars from the same data set, as is the case in the present work.
In this paper, we derive a new homogeneous list of interferometric calibrators, based on observations collected solely with the ESO Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI, Glindemann et al. 2003) . This is among the first attempts of its kind. Van Belle et al. (2008) have recently published an investigation of archival observations from the PTI, also carried out with the goal of establishing a list of calibrators. However, their approach differs from ours in that it is based primarily on the statistical properties of the observed visibilities and is restricted to essentially unresolved stars whereas the main goal of our work has been to provide a list of consistent and accurate angular diameter measurements. The fact that the PTI and the VLTI are in different hemispheres suggests that the lists of calibrators will be to a large extent complementary. At present we do not have access to the PTI list to establish what is expected to be a minimal overlap. For our goal, we have started from the large volume of VLTI commissioning data collected with the VINCI instrument for candidate calibrator stars (as described in Richichi & Percheron 2005, Paper I hereafter), and we have sought a self-consistent solution. The benefits of this approach are a) the use of a single instrument and facility, with a well understood behaviour in terms of optical and mechanical characteristics; b) the use of a single automated process for the data reduction; and c) relative freedom from possible bias due to poor or wrong input values for the candidate calibrators.
In Sect. 2 we recall the nature of the observations, we provide details of the criteria used to select primary and secondary calibrators, and we discuss our assumptions on the TF stability. In Sect. 3 we describe two different approaches to the global data analysis, while in Sect. 4 we discuss the results obtained for both primary and secondary calibrators, also in the light of other available estimates and direct measurements. We conclude by discussing the merits of this list and provide advice for its use, as well as outlining possible improvements.
DEFINITIONS FOR A HOMOGENEOUS, SELF-CONTAINED LIST OF CALIBRATORS

Data sets and initial selection
The data used in this paper, as well as in Paper I, are extracted from the large volume of VLTI public releases of VINCI data. We have chosen them because of their large number, of the relative simplicity of the VINCI instrument which was designed to combine two telescopes at a time in the undispersed K-band (about 2 to 2.4 µm FWHM), and of the availability of an automated pipeline which produces science-grade results (Ballester et al. 2004 , Kervella et al. 2004b . We mention that we used the fiber-optics version of VINCI, i.e. the most commonly used. Other versions using integrated optics were also briefly used. VINCI is now decommissioned.
In the VLTI scheme, the data are divided into observation blocks (OBs). Each OB with VINCI contains a number of scans of the source, typically 250. As reported in Paper I, a total of 18352 VINCI OBs have been made publicly available up to July 2004, covering 688 nights and involving 11 different baseline configurations using both the fixed 8.2 m unit telescopes (UT) and the relocatable 40 cm siderostats. Thanks to the VLTI design, and to the adoption of optimized choices of parameters in the data reduction pipeline, the results from the two sets of telescops can be considered homogeneous and we make no distinction between them. From Paper I it can be seen that the baselines span the range 8-140 m, and that they have a wide range of position angles with some emphasis on E-W directions. The quality estimation criteria and the corresponding results have been described in Paper I. In particular, 12066 OBs on objects classified as candidate calibrators were deemed of sufficient quality. The list of candidate calibrators covered in Paper I included 191 stars, and a corresponding catalogue is available on-line.
In Paper I we defined the term candidate calibrator as a source satisfying a number of criteria concerning its photometric stability, the absence of nearby companions, and a spectral type not subject to either sudden or long-term variability (see also Percheron et al. 2003) . For the present purpose, we have further restricted ourselves to those stars believed to have compact atmospheres, to be circularly symmetric, and without wavelength effects in the spectral bandpass of the VINCI instrument other than those attributable to a simple black body energy distribution. We have explicitly excluded from the input list of 191 stars of Paper I the following: supergiants, Cepheids and Miras; stars which are non-circularly symmetric such as rapid rotators; double stars with companions bright and/or close enough to affect the measurement of visibility squared; and variable stars with brightness variations 0.03 mag in the V band.
Definition of primary and secondary calibrators
Not all stars were observed systematically and with comparable accuracy, and we have chosen to apply further selection criteria as detailed in Table 1 . The criteria are linked with a logical AND. We have defined a list of primary calibrators, for which we have imposed stringent quality criteria and also a high number of repeated observations in the same night and across the whole period under consideration. In parallel, we have established a list of secondary calibrators, where the quality criteria have been relaxed to some extent and for which the frequency and distribution of observations (both in terms of dates and baselines) are less stringent. The baseline ratio is the ratio between the maximum and minimum projected baseline length with which observations were collected for the same star, and has been introduced to ensure a sufficient span in the sampling of the visibility, at least for the primary calibrators. In turn this provides a critical check on the fit to the assumed model and allows possible discrepancies to be identified. Note that in some cases the constraint of 1.5 for the baseline ratio among the primary calibrators had to be partly relaxed after a careful check, as explained in Sect. 3.1. Minimum and maximum values for the observed visibility squared were imposed. The minimum value was chosen to reject values that might be affected by unknown low level systematic errors or by significant bandwidth smearing (see Appendix A). It also implicitly rejects all measurements carried out beyond the first visibility minimum, thus avoiding possible issues in the fitting process (such as ambiguities in the location of the minimum and effects of limb-darkening). High values of the visibility are important to test the quality of the fit and the possible presence of contributions from other sources in the beam, but at the high end they too can be biased (Kervella et al. (2004b) ). For this reason a maximum threshold for the visibility squared was also applied, which in any case is sufficiently high to ensure a careful check of the model. Table 1 also lists some minimum requirements on the quality of the night. For this, we used as criteria the fractional error of the visibilities squared, as well as the average and the standard deviation of the seeing for each night. The former is a compromise between enforcing some intrinsic quality on each data point, and the need to preserve a statistically meaningful sample. The latter are computed from the DIMM measurements available from the ESO ambient condition database, of which there are generally of the order of a few hundred per night. It should be noted that the DIMM values are in the visible. For a few nights during which the database was not operative, the average of the DIMM measurements recorded at the beginning and end of each VLTI data file were used. In this case, the data available for each night may be significantly restricted, typically to a few tens of points. Finally, there have been nights in which neither approach was available, and in this case the data were rejected. We have not explicitly added criteria on airmass z, because observations at the VLTI are normally constrained in zenith distance: over 75% of the OBs in our sample were observed with z 1.3, and 90% with z 1.5.
The criteria listed in Table 1 are to some extent subjective, but they are based on extensive experience gained in analysing the total pool of data with a range of combinations of criteria. The set of values chosen represents the best compromise to ensure the selection of a sizable sample of primary calibrators based on observational data of unquestionable quality, and a sample of secondary calibrators of high quality which is sufficiently large to provide satisfactory sky coverage.
Following the applications of these constraints, the number of primary calibrators was reduced to 17 and these are listed in Table 2 (one of the potential primary calibrators, θ Cet, was removed for other reasons as discussed in Sect. 3.1). In Table 2 we provide the most common identifiers, the V and K magnitudes and the spectral class. An effective temperature has been adopted for each star. Under the assumption of a black body, the effective wavelength of the VINCI observation for each OB has been computed and is also listed in Table 2 . The computation was based on an instrumental spectral response which includes the properties of the filter, telescopes, interferometer optics, and detector (Davis & Richichi 2003) . Baseline uncertainties are estimated to be negligible and have been ignored. The last four columns of Table 2 report the total number of nights on which each calibrator was observed and the total number of OBs available. The columns marked as 'Pre' list the numbers after the pre-selection made by applying the criteria of Table 1 . However, additional criteria were subsequently applied, and the final numbers are listed in the columns marked as 'Fin'. This is discussed in Sect. 3.1. With the same conventions and prescriptions, the list of potential secondary calibrators is shown in Table 3 .
Stability of the transfer function
A crucial assumption in our approach is that the transfer function remained constant throughout each night, i.e. one unique value for each night. A correlation between seeing and transfer function is commonly accepted but quantitative details remain largely unstudied. Work by Davis et al. (2005) has shown that the assumption of a transfer function constant throughout a whole night can be a good approximation at the Paranal site, but this was by no means a comprehensive study. Results by Le Bouquin et al. (2006) have pointed to variability of the transfer function also in Paranal, although under less than ideal seeing conditions. Interestingly, a separate recent study by Le Bouquin et al. (2009) has shown a very stable transfer function. The analysis of a few selected nights by Spaleniak (2007) showed that the stability of the transfer function is not uncommon, but is not guaranteed either. There is no easy solution to this problem, also considering that in general the VLTI calibrator observations for any given night are interleaved with gaps in time which can amount to many hours, and it is necessary to find a viable compromise. By imposing criteria on the average seeing and its variation, we have sought to restrict our sample to nights with good atmospheric conditions. Other parameters which have been shown to correlate well with the transfer function are atmospheric jitter (Colavita 1999) , which unfortunately is not readily available for our sample, and coherence time. We have plotted coherence time against seeing for almost the totality of the nights under consideration, and we have found a marked correlation, with only about 4% of the nights showing a long coherence time when the seeing was relatively poor (i.e. seeing seems to be a tighter contraint than coherence time). It should be noted that both these parameters are estimated at visible wavelengths, for a star other than the one observed at the VLTI, and at a location on the Paranal summit which is not coincident with the interferometer. Recently the VLTI has been complemented with a fringetracker (FINITO, Corcione 2003) which is already providing accurate results (Spaleniak 2007 and will progressively alleviate some of these problems.
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTIONS
Two approaches have been applied to the problem of extracting consistent angular diameters from the available set of observed calibrator data: a) the analysis of the data on a night-by-night basis (NN), and b) a global solution of the entire data set (GS).
In the NN approach, for each night, starting from a set of initial guesses for the angular diameters, the best value of the transfer function that minimises the spread of calibrator observations is determined. This transfer function is then used to determine new calibrator diameters independently of possible values from other nights. Effectively, this corresponds to solving a relatively large number (equal to the number of available nights) of small independent problems. Each of these has few unknowns, namely the angular diameters of the calibrators observed on the given night. The number of unknowns varied from a minimum of three to a maximum of six for the primary calibrators. At the end of the process, several independent angular diameter determinations are available for each calibrator, and the average is computed across all the nights. A schematic description is given in Fig. 1 , where we have denoted with θi the initial angular diameters of the calibrators, and with θ * i the corrected values.
The GS approach, on the other hand, involves the solution of a single problem with many more unknowns (all the individual angular diameters) and equations (all available nights). The starting point is similar to the NN approach, i.e. a set of initial values for the angular diameters is adopted and a best-fitting transfer function is determined for each night. However, instead of determining the corresponding revised angular diameters for each night, we retain the calibrated values of visibility squared and merge them for all nights for each calibrator. The angular diameter fit is then made to the merged values of visibility squared to obtain a global value for the angular diameter. The process is then iterated starting with the new set of angular diameters. This is represented schematically in Fig. 2 .
Convergence is examined independently for each calibrator by comparing the values of its angular diameter θ k i and error ∆θ k i determined at each global iteration k with the previous one. Changes in the angular diameter are applied until both of the following conditions are satisfied:
where β is a factor between zero and unity and χ 2 is computed from the fitted model and the input calibrated visibilities squared and errors for each calibrator. It should be noted that the angular diameters for all calibrators are free at each iteration, and the above constraints only determine when they are actually changed. After some trials, we found that β = 0.5 was a good compromise ensuring sufficient freedom for variation and, at the same time, limiting the iterations to a reasonable number (< 20). Global convergence was considered to have been achieved when no further change to any angular diameter was required according to Eq. 2.
Analysis of the primary calibrators
For the primary calibrators we implemented first the NN method, which enables discrepant values to be identified on a nightly basis. Thus a very good set of initial angular diameter estimates could be established as a starting point for the GS method and also as a benchmark for comparisons. Initial best estimates for the uniform-disk angular diameters were adopted from Paper I and were employed to compute values for the transfer function (TF), as given by Eq. 1, for each OB. The mean TF for the night was computed and used to determine a revised uniform-disk angular diameter for each star on each night.
In principle, the process can be repeated, but we found that the diameters did not change after the first iteration and that the process is insensitive to the choice of initial values. The number of observations n of each star on each night is either zero, or 3 (see Table 1 ). Fig. 3 illustrates one example of the breakdown of the results on a nightly basis intrinsic in the NN approach. After all the nights had been processed, final estimates for the angular diameters Θi were computed. We opted to use simple means and standard errors, rather than weighted means and errors. This is justified by the intrinsic spread in the data, and by the fact that these values are only meant to serve as input for the GS approach. In Table 4 we list the resulting uniform-disk angular diameters, the limb-darkening factors as discussed in Appendix A, and the derived limb-darkened angular diameters.
Further data selection was also applied at this stage. In particular, we identified a small number of discrepant points for some stars and removed them: this was justified when the measured value lay several standard deviations away from the other values for the same star in the same night, and plausible instrumental or observational reasons could be identified. We also required that each night should have at least three primary calibrators observed in order to derive a robust estimate of the transfer function. Finally, we took into consideration the fact that the VLTI transfer function was sometimes low due to understood technical reasons (see Paper I for a discussion). In principle the data for these nights are consistent but, for added confidence in the results, we excluded nights in which the transfer function was below 0.2. As a result, some OBs and even some nights had to be removed, and one star was dropped from our final list (θ Cet, which was subsequently selected as a secondary calibrator). Finally, we note that as a side-effect of this additional filtering, the constraint on the baseline ratio (see Table 1 ) could not be preserved in all cases. In particular, for about half of the stars the effective span of baselines covers a ratio of 1.2-1.3 rather than the 1.5 initially specified. For these stars we satisfied ourselves, by inspecting the distribution of visibilities, that the model fit was constrained convincingly and we have retained them. Subsequently, we applied the GS algorithm, using the NN values given in Table 4 as a starting point. Fig. 4 shows one example of how the GS approach extends over all the available data and nights, and should be compared with Fig. 3 . The resulting uniform-disk angular diameter values are listed in Table 5 together with the differences between the GS and NN values. The limb-darkened angular diameters, obtained using the ρ λ coefficients listed in Table 4 , are also listed in Table 5 .
The differences between the NN and GS results are small, both in absolute and relative terms, confirming that the input values from the NN approach were already quite accurate. The average of the last column in Table 5 is 4 microarseconds, indicating that there is no systematic bias towards larger or smaller angular diameters between the two approaches. 
Analysis of the secondary calibrators
For the secondary calibrators (SCs hereafter), the GS approach was employed directly; the data set consisted of one squared visibility amplitude for every OB, and were fit with one stellar diameter for each SC and one TF for each night. In applying the GS approach to the SCs, we used both the primary and secondary calibrators available on each night. The PC diameters were fixed with the values of Table 5 , and only the SC diameters were free to vary according to the criteria of Eq. 2. While for the primary calibrators (PCs hereafter) we used the NN approach to obtain a set of good starting values for the angular diameters, for the SCs this was not always possible. In addition to a relatively more relaxed set of constraints (see Table 1 ) for the SCs, we chose to select nights with 2 or more SCs present, rather than the 3 or more for PCs. With only 2 SCs, the NN approach is susceptible to being less reliable than for the case of 3 PCs. A wrong starting value for one of 2 SCs would affect the computed transfer function and, if the SC was only observed on one night (or a very few) with only one other calibrator paired with it, an erroneous final value could result. With 3 PCs, such a situation would have been automatically corrected and, furthermore, the PCs were observed systematically on more nights than the SCs. A run of the GS approach gave results for the SCs that initially looked convincing but, when it was run again with initial diameters changed by random amounts, it was found that the solutions differed from those of the first run by more than the formal errors on the diameters. Therefore, in the case of the SCs, the robustness of the solution needed further investigation. A large number of simulations, in a MonteCarlo-style (MC) fashion, were undertaken. For this, about 350 loops of the GS were executed. At each loop, the initial diameter guesses were changed by random amounts from the nominal values. The range of changes was set arbitrarily to ±7% of the diameters. Each loop produced vectors of angular diameter and error, one for each SC. From all the loops, the averages and standard deviations of the angular diameters were deduced based on the hypothesis of a Gaussian distribution of the results. Note that the MC errors were dominant with respect to the formal errors from a typical single GS run. After this first run, it was realized that for a few sources the fixed range of ±7% was not sufficient to sample the wings of the diameter distribution, and a second run (using the results of the first run as input) was performed. For the second run it was decided to adopt a range of random input values between ±3 and ±10 times the formal accuracy of the diameter as derived from the first run, depending on the star. A total of about 750 loops were performed. An example of the distribution of resulting diameters from this MC run for one particular star, θ Cet, can be seen in Fig. 5 . We then adopted the mean and standard deviation of the fitting Gaussian profiles for the diameters and their errors, and these are listed in Table 6 . Although the quality of the results may vary as reflected by the errors, we note that all the MC distributions were well fitted by Gaussian distributions.
These simulations only address the convergence of our numerical method; they say nothing about the underlying assumptions and little, if anything about correlations between the derived diameters and TF values. Both could result in errors larger than those quoted here. Note that a global fit to the angular diameters and TF values fails when all baselines are North-South (Mozurkewich, Per. Comm.) . For each star, the projected baseline is nearly constant through the night and therefore a decrease of all the TF values cannot be differentiated from an increase of all the stellar diameters. For some stars with an East-West baseline, the projected baseline length can change by nearly a factor of two. This breaks the degeneracy between TF and the angular diameter with the diameter determined from the fractional change of |V| 2 through the night while the determination of TF is from its mean value. The problem with East-West baselines is that the projected baseline length correlates with zenith angle. Since the most likely systematic variation of TF is with zenith angle (through a correlation of seeing with zenith angle), East-West baselines are probably more susceptible to systematic errors in the results. Including skewed baselines breaks this final degeneracy. Therefore it is reasonable to expect that with measurements over a sufficient range of baseline lengths and orientations, this algorithm of fitting for both the angular diameters and TF values should work. As such it will help provide the longsought solution to the problem of calibrating OLBI data on very long baselines. However, these are still assumptions; the sufficiently detailed simulation needed to address these issues is beyond the scope of this paper. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sky coverage of our calibrators is relatively uniform over the range −80
• to +20
• , as shown in Fig. 6 . The average distance from any point in the sky, within the above limits in declination i.e. within 45
• zenithal distance at Paranal, to one of our calibrators is 11
• . Specifically, the average distance to a primary or secondary calibrator is 20
• and 13
• , respectively.
The angular diameters of the primary calibrators listed in Table 5 have an average accuracy of 0.35%, with the worst case being 0.90%. This constitutes a remarkable achievement for results based on direct observations and internal consistency only. No assumptions were made for any angular diameters except for estimated starting values for the night-bynight approach. In any case, the resulting angular diameters are relatively insensitive to the initial values. A potential systematic effect is associated with the values for the effective wavelengths used in the fitting program. The relative accuracy of 0.35% implies a knowledge of the effective wavelength for each star to better than 0.0077 µm and we note that the effective wavelengths were calculated to 0.001 µm with an uncertainty of ±0.005 µm (Davis & Richichi 2003 ). An additional uncertainty associated with the limb-darkened angular diameters is the limb-darkening factor discussed in Section 2 but, as pointed out there, the adopted values for Te, log g, [Fe/H] and λ for each star affect the values for the factors at the level of <0.1%. Any uncertainty associated with the model atmosphere predicted centre-to-limb intensity variations is unknown but is likely to be at a comparable level. The accuracy of the primary calibrator results presented here is superior to most single determinations of angular diameters in published interferometric results and therefore offers significant improvement over what is currently available.
Many of our primary calibrators, being relatively bright, have had values for their angular diameters published either from direct measurements or from indirect estimates. This provides us with the opportunity for a comparison and a check for possible systematic differences. As a first step, we have used the catalogue of Cohen et al. (1999, CC hereafter) which lists limb-darkened angular diameters based on absolutely calibrated stellar spectra, and which has 12 stars in common with our list of primary calibrators. Cohen et al. (1999) . ∆σ expresses the difference in units of the combined error.
(mas) (mas) (mas) (mas) Table 7 which lists our values, the CC values, the differences between them in mas, and the differences in units of standard deviations (the latter taken as the sum of the errors from our result and those quoted in CC). We performed a regression fit of the form y = ax + b, where x are our values and y those of CC. Perfect agreement would result in a = 1, b = 0, and a regression coefficient R 2 = 1. The fit gave a = 1.016 ± 0.014, b = −0.076 ± 0.077 and R 2 = 0.998. Since the coefficients of the fit are consistent with their expectation values, we conclude that there is no systematic bias and that, for the 12 stars in common, our results and those of CC show very good agreement. On average, the relative accuracy of our results is about 3 times better than those of CC. The fact that the average |∆σ| is slightly more than unity could be a possible indication of some underestimation of the errors in either of the two samples. We mention that we have performed a detailed comparison also with the UD diameters of BC. Although less compelling because it involves an additional computation from LD to UD performed by the authors, this comparison was also entirely satisfactory. Note that, due to the different range of magnitudes, there is no overlap with the catalogue of Mérand et al. (2005) . Other cases of overlap exist between four of the stars in our primary calibrators list and theoretical predictions given in Bell & Gustafsson (1989) , Alonso et al. (2000) , and Decin et al. (2003) . Again there are no systematic differences and, for those cases in which an error in the estimate is quoted by the authors, the difference with our results is less than the sum of the errors (i.e., ∆σ < 1 in the sense of Table 7) .
A few direct measurements at 2.2 µm have been published for four of our primary calibrator stars, and a comparison with our results is provided in Table 8 . Again, there is no systematic discrepancy and the differences, in terms of standard deviations as previously defined for Table 7 , are References: 1) Dyck et al. (1996) 2) Kervella et al. (2003) 3) Kervella et al. (2004a) 4) Perrin et al. (1998) 5) Dyck et al. (1998) generally small. The only possible marginal agreement is with the result by Kervella et al. (2003, K03 hereafter) for α CMa, but even in this case the disagreement is only 1.3 times the combined formal error, when the same quantity is considered, namely the LD diameter. We note that K03 used only one calibrator for their entire set of long-baseline data namely θ Cen, for which they used the diameter estimate from CC. By comparison, our result is based on nights with at least two primary calibrators other than Sirius, and it is not based on any assumptions of angular diameters. Interestingly, the same authors as K03 have obtained an angular diameter for α CMi A, using VINCI and adopting α CMa as the only calibrator, which is in excellent agreement with our value from Table 5 . Several other direct measurements are available for some of our primary calibrators. These include α Cet (Mozurkewich et al. 2003) ; γ Eri (Mozurkewich et al. 2003) ; α CMa (Hanbury Brown et al. 1974 , Davis & Tango 1986 , Mozurkewich et al. 2003 ; α CMi A (Hanbury Brown et al. 1974 , Mozurkewich et al. 2003 , Nordgren et al. 2001 ; α Hya (Mozurkewich et al. 2003 ); δ Oph (Mozurkewich et al. 2003) , as well as SUSI unpublished measurements for α CMa, V337 Car and θ Cen. However these measurements were obtained at a range of wavelengths in the visible and details of bandpasses and effective wavelengths are not generally available. For this reason, and since the limb-darkening corrections are larger and possibly more uncertain for visible wavelengths than for 2.2 µm, we have not made a detailed comparison of derived limb-darkened angular diameters for these results.
Coming to the secondary calibrators, these have lower accuracy on average than the primary ones, as is to be expected from their more relaxed selection criteria. The average accuracy is 2.4%, with ten stars having accuracies better than 1% and five stars between 5% and 7%. Not surprisingly, the smaller stars tend to have the larger uncertainties, although the trend is not very strong and cases of good accuracy can be found throughout the whole range of angular diameters. Almost half of the stars have diameter errors less than 0.05 mas. We have performed the same comparison against CC, as already done for the PCs. Thirty-two of our SCs are in common with CC. The average difference is 0.4 σ. A regression fit gives values of a = 1.032 ± 0.016, b = −0.057 ± 0.053 and R 2 = 0.993. Fig. 7 illustrates the comparison. Although the agreement is not quite as good as for the PCs it can be regarded nevertheless as satisfactory.
One could endeavour to find possible correlations of the distribution of the differences between our results and those of CC, with parameters such as magnitudes or spectral types. However, our sample is rather homogeneous in these respects. About 70% of both primary and secondary calibrators have early K spectral types, and the remainder do not offer sufficient range or statistics to provide significant insight. The same applies for the brightness, which for both types of calibrators are concentrated mostly within 2 magnitudes.
CONCLUSIONS
We have undertaken what is probably a unique attempt to derive a homogeneous list of interferometric calibrators, based entirely on observations with the same instrument and without influence from pre-existing estimates. The stars in our list cover a range of magnitudes from ≈−3 to ≈+3 in the K-band, and from 1.3 to 20 mas in diameter. Roughly 70% of the stars have diameters in the 2-5 mas range. Similarly to work done in the area of photometric systems, we have divided our sample into two groups of 17 primary and 47 secondary calibrators. The former have a broader and more detailed database of observations, which has led to a high accuracy and robustness of the results. The primary calibrators have then been used as reference points to help build up the secondary calibrators using a numerical approach to obtain a global solution. Our calibrators are appropriate for observations in the near-infrared with baselines in the range 20-200 m obtained with aperture sizes in the 1 m class, and as such it can satisfy the needs of most current interferometers. It is clear that, for observations with very long baselines and very large apertures (such as the 8.2 m telescopes of the VLTI), a new approach to interferometric calibration will be needed. This will be necessarily based more on computed diameters than on measured ones. In this case, our calibrators are well suited to provide the crucial first step of validating theoretical predictions against measured values. This is especially true in the case of the primary calibrators, with accuracies that provide an exacting test (0.35% on average, 0.9% in the worst case) for theoretical predictions. A comparison with the widely used catalogue of indirect estimates of angular diameters by Cohen et al. (1999) , as well as with other similar catalogue and with previous direct measurements when available, gives in general very good agreement. We note however that, at least for the primary calibrators, the internal accuracy achieved in the present work is on average three times better than that of Cohen et al. (1999) .
There are some limitations in the present work that must be born in mind. One approximation has been to assume that the transfer function remained constant throughout each night, i.e. one unique value for each night. We have given practical and empirical considerations to justify this choice. The complications involved in the inclusion of variations of the transfer function during the course of each night were beyond the scope of the present study. However, refinements in this approach are indeed important and should be considered in future work wherever feasible.
Another important issue is the correction for limb darkening, which is essential if one wants to relate the angular diameter observed at one wavelength to the work done at another wavelength, or if the diameter is to be used as a parameter in comparisons of observations with stellar atmospheric models. The corrections we have applied are based on model atmosphere predictions of centre-to-limb variations of intensity and they are therefore only as good as the models. However, if improved model predictions become available, our uniform-disk angular diameters remain unchanged and the limb-darkened diameters are readily updated. In developing a list of interferometric calibrators we are concerned with accuracies in the angular diameters of the order of a few parts in a thousand. At this level, the precise definition of angular diameter as a function of wavelength becomes essential, and in particular it is necessary to account for limb darkening. Similarly, it is crucial to understand in detail the effect of the filter bandpass.
A1 Limb Darkening corrections
The observed visibility values should properly be fitted with the transform for a limb-darkened disk with the centre-tolimb brightness distribution as an additional unknown. However, for stars with compact atmospheres (Baschek et al. 1991) , i.e. stars for which the thickness of their atmosphere is very small compared to their radius, the differences between the shape of the transform for a uniformly illuminated disk and that for a limb-darkened disk in the region shortward of the first zero in the transform are too small to be measured with sufficient accuracy to distinguish between them reliably. The scale of the transform for a limb-darkened disk will differ from that for a uniform-disk depending on the wavelength of observation and on the effective temperature, surface gravity and metallicity of the star. The generally adopted approach is to fit the transform for a uniformdisk to the measurements of visibility squared to obtain the equivalent uniform-disk angular diameter, θUD, and to apply a correction determined from model stellar atmospheres to obtain a value for the true limb-darkened angular diameter, θLD. The transform for a uniform-disk is
where J1 is a Bessel function, b is the projected baseline and λ eff the effective wavelength of observation. Eqn. A1 has been fitted to the observational data to determine values for θUD. The uniform-disk angular diameters are only applicable for the effective wavelength at which they were measured. For values at other wavelengths the effects of limb-darkening must be taken into account. This generally involves scaling the measured uniform-disk angular diameter to the equivalent limb-darkened angular diameter and then scaling it to the uniform-disk angular diameter for the desired wavelength. Since the selected primary calibrators are single, non-rotating or slowly rotating stars with compact atmospheres, the limb-darkening scaling factors can be determined from grids of theoretical model stellar atmospheres. Davis et al. (2000) have computed limb-darkening factors ρ λ as a function of effective temperature (Te), surface gravity (log g), metallicity ([Fe/H]) and wavelength (λ) for the entire grid of model atmospheres by Kurucz (1993a,b) . Claret (2000) has computed non-linear limb-darkening coefficients for the same model atmospheres and these lead to the same results for the limb-darkening factors. With θUD the uniform-disk angular diameter at wavelength λ and θLD the corresponding limb-darkened angular diameter, the limb-darkening factor ρ λ is defined by
In order to obtain the limb-darkening factors we have interpolated within the tabulations given by Davis et al. (2000) with values for Te, log g, [Fe/H] and λ for each star. For λ, the value of the effective wavelength of the measurement (λ eff ), as discussed in Section 2.2, was adopted. Values for Te, log g and [Fe/H] have been obtained for most of the calibrators from the tabulations of Cayrel de Strobel et al. (1997 Strobel et al. ( , 2001 . For the remaining calibrators, values have been adopted by inspection and interpolation among the values for the other stars. We note that the uncertainties in the adopted values only affect the limb-darkening factors at the level of 0.1%. The values for λ eff and ρ λ for each star are listed in the Tables 4 and 6. The limb-darkened angular diameters that we list are, following Eqn. A2, the product of the uniform-disk angular diameters and the limb-darkening factors.
A2 Bandwidth smearing
The bandpass of VINCI is 1.92-2.50µ m at the 1% level (Davis & Richichi 2003) , and therefore each visibility point is the average, according to proper weights of instrument sensitivity, source spectral distribution and atmospheric transmission, of a wide range of monochromatic visibilities. While this has almost no effect in the linear part of the visibility curve, in the non-linear regime of very low visibility values the broad spectral bandwidth might result in a significant effect on the measured visibilities. There is the further complication that the monochromatic uniform-disk angular diameter will vary across the bandpass. We have performed numerical investigations of this effect for a number of extreme cases among our sample, in particular for the three primary calibrators α CMa, ǫ Crv and V337 Car, and the secondary calibrator V918 Cen. All these objects had some calibrated visibility squared values as low as ≈ 0.1 and were therefore expected to be most sensitive to bandwidth smearing. The differences that we found between the diameter derived from a monochromatic analysis at the assumed effective wavelength, and the diameter derived from a detailed multi-wavelength analysis, were smaller than the formal errors in the diameters. This effect is systematic but it is not necessarily in the same direction as it depends on the baselines used. For stars with only short baseline observations the fitted uniform-disk angular diameters will be too large but, for long baseline observations or a range of baselines in-cluding long ones, the fitted diameters will be too small. Our investigation showed that the effect of bandwidth smearing could be significant if only low visibility values were used in the angular diameter fitting program. However, in general, observations at several baselines were available for the fitting program giving a combination of high and low visibilities. Only in the case of α CMa was the difference comparable with the formal error. Given these results it was decided to ignore, with considerable simplification of the data analysis, the effect of bandwidth smearing for all stars, and to increase the formal error by a factor of two for α CMa alone.
